Effect of tube voltage on CT noise levels in different phantom sizes.
The purpose of this study was to determine the effect of lowering tube voltage on dose and noise in cylindric water phantoms to optimize quality and decrease the radiation dose for body CT. We performed CT on cylindric water phantoms with diameters of 10, 20, 25, and 30 cm, simulating the abdomen of an infant, child, adolescent, and adult. We used tube voltages of 120, 100, and 80 kVp. The CT dose index (32-cm reference) ranged from 1 to 10 mGy in 10- and 20-cm phantoms and from 2 to 20 mGy in the 25- and 30-cm phantoms. The noise was measured at the center and periphery of the scans. Central and peripheral doses were measured in 16- and 32-cm CT dose index phantoms, and the ratio of central to peripheral doses was calculated. At the same noise levels, there was no significant increase in dose in 10-cm cylindric water phantoms when tube voltage was decreased to either 80 or 100 kVp. In 20-, 25-, and 30-cm phantoms, there was a 1-6% increase in dose when tube voltage was decreased to 100 kVp. Central-to-peripheral noise ratios increased 7-37% with increased phantom size. The measured peripheral dose increased as much as 5%. Our findings support the practice of lowering tube voltage to 80 kVp for imaging of infants and to 100 kVp for imaging of older children. The increase in peripheral dose with decreased tube voltage is minimal and is unlikely to cause substantial change in the effective dose.